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Implement Powerful Business
Solutions in Record Time

Globalization, agile business environments, and high user expectations are increasing demand on IT
departments. IT teams need a platform that accelerates solution development, while reducing the ongoing
burden of maintenance, security, and validation of new releases.
With the Veeva Vault Platform, IT teams–and even power users–can rapidly configure a prototype or
production-ready business solution with simple point and click. Vault solutions are easily implemented on a
proven, cloud-based development platform to manage documents and related data, while automating tasks
and processes across the organization. Easy to create dashboards and reports provide visibility into
processes and tasks.
Designed for regulated industries, Vault Platform is a unique, multitenant platform for implementing new
solutions. In addition to rich compliance functionality, Veeva performs IQ and OQ for each release—
accelerating the validation process. Replacing spreadsheets, email, file sharing sites, and legacy content
management applications with solutions built on Vault Platform, organizations can quickly gain control of
critical content, streamline business processes, and reduce operational overhead.

Key Business Benefits
•T
 ime to Value: Quickly configure new solutions to manage critical content and data with simple point and click.
•F
 lexible Solutions: Combining unstructured content and structured data on a single platform enables creation
of diverse solutions. Vault’s open API enables solutions to seamlessly integrate with other business applications.
•F
 aster Validation: Veeva provides validation documentation for each release including a requirements document,
test protocol, IQ/OQ, traceability matrices, and a validation summary report. A sandbox or test environment and user
acceptance testing (UAT) scripts are also available and can be adapted for performance qualification (PQ).
•C
 loud Pace of Innovation: With upgrades 3 times per year, organizations quickly gain access to new capabilities.
•H
 igh Adoption Rate: Delivering a consumer web experience, Vault is easy to use reducing training costs and
driving rapid adoption.
•E
 asy External Collaboration: Easily accessible on any device, from anywhere, enabling secure collaboration
across internal and external users.
•S
 ingle Source of Truth: Create a single source of truth for critical content and share information between
Vaults using cross-linking. Users can also manage upcoming or overdue items with a global dashboard of all Vault
tasks and workflows.

Veeva Cloud

Integrated Reporting and Dashboards

Deliver highly available, scalable, and secure solutions
in the regulated cloud. The Vault Platform is delivered
on the Veeva cloud and SOC 1 Type II and ISO 27001
certified global data centers.

Quickly gain data insights with integrated reporting
and dashboards to support decision-making. Easily
share customizable reports, charts, and dashboards—
allowing users to summarize and explore both structured
and unstructured data.

Point and Click Configuration
Rapidly implement new solutions without writing code.
The intuitive user interface, business logic, and data
model are configured using point-and-click browserbased tools.

Configurable Search

Consumer Web Interface

Workflow

Engage end-users with a modern user interface similar
to popular consumer websites. The HTML 5 web client
provides leading design interactivity, and ease-of-use.

Automate and track business processes with
configurable workflows. Provides assignment, routing,
email notifications, escalation, and tracking of work
items.

Content Management
Manage documents, videos, and images with rich
capabilities including versioning, lifecycles, annotations,
renditions, electronic signatures, watermarks, document
generation, and sharing. Rule-based configurations
support complex business requirements by region or
other variables.

Leverage the VOF to group or categorize content for
easier search, and deliver contextually relevant results
across both structured and unstructured data.

Audit Trail
Meet compliance requirements with comprehensive
audit support. All developer, administrator, and end
user activities are captured in a central and detailed
audit trail.
Dynamic Security

Structured Data Management
With the Vault Object Framework (VOF), easily create
custom objects to manage business processes and
group or categorize information. Flexible data models are
quickly configured with simple point and click, or modify
common business entities such as product, company,
and customer to speed solution development.

Address security challenges of global, regulated
enterprises with flexible authorization—once users
are authenticated—to support multiple domains and
fine-grain access control to functions and data.
APIs
Easily integrate with other systems, migrate data, or
automate processing using comprehensive REST APIs.
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